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HUF / H!ndu Undivided Family - A thread

HUF or H!ndu undivided family is a special provision under the income tax act

which allows H!ndu families to enjoy lesser payable income tax as compared to

any other individual.

1/n

It also encompasses Buddhist, Ja!n & Sikh families.

HUF Essentially allows a Joint or any family 4 that matter 2 be treated as an individual & the family’s income 4m inherited

property, wills and gifts 2 be taxed separately rather than being clubbed with individual’s income.

+

Essentially they can divide their income in two parts.

What does that mean? In essence, It means that it allows the individuals to reduce the payable income tax, as they do not

have to consider income from HUF when calculating “their own” taxable income.

3/n

The income from inherited property,wills, gifts is accounted under HUF (with a separate PAN card) and since it is not

summed with individual’s income, it warrants a lower payable tax.

4/n

What’s interesting is that, HUF is based on H!ndu law, which does not govern other families allowed to avail benefits of HUF,

i.e Sikhs, Buddhists and Jains.

5/n
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Now here is how the majority has been getting away with paying more tax, thus essentially qualifying to be called

“free-loaders” protected by the Indian Law .

6/n

■■

According to Income tax department: For the year 2018-19, the total HUF payable tax was Rs. 4,612 Crores, for a gross

HUF Income of Rs. 50,893 Crores. Had this gross HUF income been part of individual income, the payable tax for each

individual would have been MUCH MORE.

Which means that if HUF didn’t exist, these people would end up paying more tax and generating more tax revenue for the

government and country.

HUF is deeply rooted in appeasement of H!ndu sentiments while placing the interest of country and it’s revenue at the back

seat.

8/n

It’s high time people realize that the only appeased and free-loading community in India that benefits the most is majority,

which constantly tries to rub “so called Hajj subsidy” in the face of Musl!ms day in day out.

9/n

In fact, “so called Hajj subsidy” was cancelled in 2018, with Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi quoting “it’s part of our policy to empower

minorities with dignity and without appeasement”.

10/n

The fact is that the so called Hajj subsidy was in fact a skullduggery to protect Air India Monopoly.

11/n

https://t.co/WtTOUHcjtN

Wonder when BJP would want to empower the majority with some dignity and prompt them to shell out more tax as the

country rightly deserves. Since H!ndu appeasement now is anyway based on change of city names and dem0nization of

Musl!ms, it shouldn’t be a big task.
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